
Week 4    Tuesday 16th February 2021 –  
English Practice lesson  Teacher Tessa Priest 
Class 9:     Topic: Australian Literature 
Content description:  Students will respond to examples of Australian Literature in 

a discursive, creative and thoughtful manner. 
Read The Drover’s Wife Henry Lawson text  -  Australian pioneer tradition  
 
 
 
 
Good Morning Class 9 
 
I hear you had a very fun time on camp despite the rainy days – 
I can’t wait to hear some of your stories from the time away. I trust you have caught up on a 
bit of sleep since returning. These days at home might give you a chance to do this! 
 
Today I would like you to listen to a story by Henry Lawson – 1867 – 1922. 
 
You might like to see what you can find out about him from some more internet research. 
We will discuss his biography next week and think more about pioneer literature from this 
country. Lawson, as a writer, was known for his short stories and ballads.  
 
The Country you were on for your first camp near Hanging Rock made me think a lot about 
settler history when I was there. I felt it had a kind of barren beauty – and yet there were 
lots of special trees and rocks I encountered there too – I remember imagining living in the 
the little cottage (which was like a tiny museum) that Christian showed us on a walk. I 
wonder if you went there too? It was reminiscent of the description of this story of the 
Drover’s wife. 
 

Listen to the story today and consider the questions below. 
You can take brief notes – later these will be written up. 
 

1. Where did they live? – example of notes (include details): remote/barren/dangerous 
2. What did they live in? Shanty/ Shack – dirt poor – no kitchen floor, cracks 

everywhere 
3. How many in the family? 6 – mum, dad, 2 girls, 2 boys, eldest is 11 
4. Where is the husband? 
5. Do they have any pets? 
6. When did she last see her husband? 
7. what happens with the snake? 
8. Where do the family sleep? 
9. Where does the mum sleep? 
10. Who kills the snake? 

 
Text questions: 

1. What tense is the story written in? 



2. What impression is given of the family ( including the mother) 
3. Why do you think Lawson names the dog Alligator? 
4. The early days of European settlement in Australia was when this was a very 

patriarchal society (male dominated). Keeping this in mind, what appreciation do 
you have for the drover’s wife? 

5. What is the drover’s wife’s name? Is it given? If not, why not? 
 

Creative writing exercise 
 
Imagine yourself as one of the characters of the children, which is stimulated from 
this story but you will create more fictional details about this person. 
You are going to write a letter responding to the following questions as if you need 
to provide details for someone who is asking to employ you on a nearby farm. The 
person who wants you to work for them is wealthier than your family and is going to 
give you a try as a worker in either the farm or in the house. 
 
If you want to, you can imagine you are the mum or dad writing to try and get you 
this position. 
 
Make sure that your letter is at least 250- 400 words (or one side of A4) 
 
Here are some examples of things to include: 

o What is your name? 
o How old are you? 
o Who do you live with? Where do you live? 
o Can you work and do jobs? Do you like these jobs? 
o What have you been doing lately? 
o What do you like to do in your free time? 
o What do you fear? 
o What are your plans for the future? 
o What is your favourite possession? 
o What are the best and worst parts of your character? 
o Describe what has been happening at home? 

 
 
Try and use the kind of local language you have picked up from the story. 
 
We will use these imaginary letters in the next lesson – I would like to collect 
them when we see one another next, or e-mail them next week if needs be. I 
trust we will be back before too long! 
 
See you in the morning on zoom – details sent by Damien. 
 
Warmly great ones 
 
Tess 



 
  

 


